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NAVIGATING WITH MATCH STICK, STRING AND MINIATURE MAP

With a matchstick, a piece of string, and a miniature map of Europe,
Sergeant J,E. Alves who comes from Basseterre, St. Kitts, Dutch West Indies,
navigated, a damaged Lancaster back from Germany a few nights ago.

The Lancaster was attacked by a night fighter just after the bombs had

gone down on Kassel, A cannon shell went 'through the fuselage said wounded the

rear gunner. By rapid evasive action the pilot P/O. G.A. Stark, of Haddington
Mid Lothian, out-manoeuvred the enemy. The Flight Engineer, Sgt, W,H,L.

Lyssington, of Basingstoke, had to cut away the rear turret door to get the rear

gunner out. He put the wounded man on the emergency bod.

The Lancaster was now almost defenceless, A leak in a pipe let out all

the oil from the mid upper turret. The fuel tank had also been holed, Everything
depended on the skill with which the navigator and pilot could work together
and the speed at which they could get home. The navigator’s instruments had been

thrown about all over the aircraft during the violent evasive action; and Sgt,

.Alves could orly find a few charred fragments of his maps which had been burnt when

the fighter’s cannon shell set fire to a part of the fuselage. His dividers were

missing and he had to improvise new ones out of a match stick and a piece of

string. With a small scale outline map of Europe, and these make-shift tools

Sgt, Alves was able to keep the pilot on the course during the long flight

home.

When the Lancaster landed it was found that cannon shells had also hit

both main planes, the starboard 'inner engine cowling, and the starboard tail

plane. The starboard wing tip and port outer flap were damaged.


